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💰1MDB -Hollywood & The Wolf of Wall Street  
 
The Billion-Dollar Mystery Man and the Wildest Party
Vegas Ever Saw

Armed with a seemingly bottomless supply of cash, an unassuming Malaysian named

Jho Low staged the ultimate extravaganza 
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Ocasio-Cortez backs campaign to primary fellow Democrats
The incoming congresswoman endorses an effort by the group Justice Democrats
to make the House Democratic Caucus more liberal and diverse by taking on
incumbents.

https://www.politico.com/story/2018/11/17/ocasio-cortez-throws-support-behind-campai…

#1MDB global financial scandal that has spread from Malaysia to Hollywood 

 

Accepting his 2014 Golden Globe Award for acting in “The Wolf of Wall Street,”

Leonardo DiCaprio thanked “Joey, Riz and Jho,” 

 

“for taking a risk on this movie.” 

The global financial scandal that has spread from Malaysia to Hollywood
A "Wolf of Wall Street" producer is the latest to face charges in the looting of a
Malaysian state investment fund.

https://www.latimes.com/world/la-fg-malaysia-1mdb-hollywood-20190710-story.html

The film is based on the memoir of a stockbroker who defrauded investors out of

millions of dollars in the 1980s. 
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The three men — Joey McFarland, Riza Aziz and Jho Low — have since been accused

in connection with an even bigger fraud: the theft of more than $4.5 billion from a

Malaysian government investment fund known as #1MDB. 

The global financial scandal that has spread from Malaysia to Hollywood
A "Wolf of Wall Street" producer is the latest to face charges in the looting of a
Malaysian state investment fund.
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📌The good news is Justice Dept. Seized Money from Red Granite Co-Founder Joey

McFarland's Bank Accounts 

Justice Dept. Seizes Money from Red Granite Co-Founder Joey McFarl…
According to a new forfeiture complaint, he used "The Wolf of Wall Street" as
collateral to obtain equity in a Kentucky-based company and then took distributions
into bank accounts.

https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/thr-esq/justice-dept-seizes-money-red-granite-foun…

More good news: 

 

‘Wolf of Wall Street' Producer Riza Aziz Arrested in Malaysia Over 1MDB Scandal 
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• • •

Malaysia's anti-graft agency said Thursday it has detained Riza Aziz, a Hollywood
film producer and the stepson of former Prime Minister Najib Razak, and will
charge him with money-laundering.

https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/news/wolf-wall-street-producer-riza-aziz-arrested-…

The newest charges in the case came against Riza, who was arrested in Malaysia last

week and pleaded not guilty to laundering nearly a quarter of a billion dollars, in part

to finance the movie. 
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Malaysian state investment fund.
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🔑The globe-spanning investigation also has implicated a former Malaysian prime

minister, employees of a Goldman Sachs, Pras Michael a member of the Fugees rap

group and a top Republican fundraiser Elliott Broidy 

 

The global financial scandal that has spread from Malaysia to Hollywood
A "Wolf of Wall Street" producer is the latest to face charges in the looting of a
Malaysian state investment fund.
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Pras Michel is accused in Washington of contributing funds to pro-Obama

organizations without disclosing their foreign origin -- specifically Jho Low, who is

accused of masterminding a massive diversion of cash from Malaysia’s 1MDB  

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-05-10/ex-fugees-rapper-poised-to-

be-charged-in-case-tied-to-1mdb-probe
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